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ABSTRACT. The eloctrical signal produced by a transient mechanical force has been 
culonlated for a piezoelectric plate with resistive loading at the electrical terminals,
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The investigation of responses (electrical or mechanical) in a piezoelectric 
transducer is doubtless, an important electromechanical problem in acoustics 
and ultrasonics, specially in the detection of ultrasonic waves. The mathematical 
treatment of the phenomena has been undertaken by Fillipezynski (1956), Redwood 
(1961, 1961, 1962). These papers have, in fact, contributed in a large measure to 
the recent studies in the topic by Sinha (1962a, 1962b, 1963, 1965) Giri (1965). 
As a soqual to this set of problems, the present note sets out to consider the 
problem of determining the electrical response in a piezoelectric plate transducer 
subjected to a mechanical force-input which is partly constant and partly 
transient.
P R O B L E M ,  F U N D A M E N T A L  E Q U A T I O N S  A N D  
B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S
We consider hero a piezoelectric plate transducer executing vibration in the 
thickness mode. Let the thickness direction of the transducer be taken in the 
direction of the a;-axis and let its extremities be a: =  0 and x  — X .  Our problem 
consists in determining the electrical response in a transducer owing to some 
prescribed mechanical inputs, and certain mode of displacements.
It has been shown by Redwood (1962) that under certain assumptions, 
the mechanical displacement in the ^-direction satisfies within or without the 
transducer an equation of the type
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where c is the material constant and p  is the density of the material of the trans­
ducer.
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Let us seek a solution of the above equation in the fonn given by 
f  =  ^ e x p (—coi), M >  0.
so that ^  satisfies d yd**
<0 •^  =  0 . . .  (2)
... (1)
where »• =  — ,P
Solving equation (2) we get,
^  ^  exp ( -  + B e x p  ( ^  )
where A, B  are oonstante.
... (3)
Following Redwood (1961) the mechanical force F  exerted on an area normal 
to X and the electrical voltage V across the transducer are calculated as follows :
F-\-hQ — uiZg exp (—of) ^  exp ~  j +J5 exp  ^ }
V = - h { ( n x - U ) o } + % ... (5)
where A is a piezoelectric constant of the material, Q the total charge a t the surface 
of the transducer, (7q the static capacitance of the transducer and Zg the charac­
teristic impedance of the material. Terms such as (|)x  signify the value of 
I a t*  =  X.
To ascertain the constants A  and B, we must enumerate the boundary condi­
tions of the problem. The most general type of this problem may be thought of 
by having a transducer of impedance Zg situated between two systems of mecha­
nical impedances and Z^. Then the boundary conditions are that the stresses 
and displacements are continuous a t * =  0 and x =  X . We write, at * — 0
and a t
=  (^)o
(fi)o =  (f)o 
X — X
{fiDx =  (^ )x  
((t)x ^ ( { ) x
... (6)
N o i e  o n  ’E l e c t r i c a l  R e s p o n s e  i n  a  P i e z o - E l e c t r i c ^  efc.
where F  and V are given by the equations (1), (3), (4) and (5); and so
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I  =  e x p ( - c o ( ) |  ^ e x p  j  + B e x p (  j  J  . . .  ( 7 )
=  exp {-wO 1 1^ exp ( -  +B^ exp ( ^  |  J
Fi — oiZ  ^exp (—oj«)|— exp  ^ j +B^ exp  ^ j |
=  exp ( — bit) exp^ — ^  j 4-f i g  exp  ^ |
... (8) 
... (9) 
. . .  (10)
fig =  wZgexp{—co«)|—^aP x p^— ~  j 4-fig exp |  j j  ... (11)
where th e  suifixes 1 and  2 deno te  th e  en tities and eonatanta of th e  system b of 
impedance and Zg, respectively.
M E T H O D  O F  S O L U T I O N
We assume that the transducer is connected to a high-input impedance of resis­
tance a , BO tha t when Zjj--> oo, (f)a. — 0 and 4^^  — i ?2 From the conditions
(6) the equations determining V are
V =  ^ Q R
^ e x p ( - “*) 4 -fiexp{
^ 4 - f i  =  ^ i + f i i  (12)
wZg exp (—<»<).(—^j4-fii) =  oiZef^xp (—bit).({—A + B )—hQ.
V =  h(A-i-B) exp (—6)0 — ~
Eliminating A, B, f i g  and Q we get,
V ( l  1 \ A exp (-6)Q{ e:cp ( ^  ) -  exp ( -  "  )}{  2 .dggi- ^ e x p  (o)t)|
(Z ,-Z g ) exp ( -  ^ ^  ) 4-(^*+^i) «»P ( V  )
... (13)
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The constant Ai  is to be determined from the applied mechanical input which is 
F  =  / j { l—exp(—JfcO}; K > 0  and is a constant. Since this is introduced 
at a: =  0, we have,
so that
—^jwZjOxpf—wf) =  f „ { l—exp(—fct)}.
.4, =  _  e i p M ;6)2Ji
and equation (13) takes the form.
2 fo { l-e x p (-^ )+ h Q }
{ ( Z - Z , ) e ip ( - “f  ) +  (Z,+ Z ,) e x p ( “^ ) }
This gives the electrical voltage i.e. the electrical response which is obviously a 
constant in part and transient in part.
I am thankful to Dr. D. K. Sinha, Jadavpur University for his guidance 
in the preparation of this paper.
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